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We investigate the magnetoresistance (MR) effect in n-doped InAs and InAs/metal hybrid devices

with geometries tailored to elucidate the physical mechanism and the role of geometry in the MR.

Despite the isotropic Fermi surface in InAs, we observe a strong intrinsic MR in the InAs epilayer

due to the existence of a surface conducting layer. Experimental comparison confirms that the

extraordinary MR in the InAs/metal hybrids outperforms the orbital MR in the Corbino disk in

terms of both the MR ratio and the magnetic field resolution. The results also indicate the

advantage of a two-contact configuration in the hybrid devices over a four-contact one with respect

to the magnetic field resolution. This is in contrast to previously reported results, where

performance was evaluated in terms of the MR ratio and a four-contact configuration was found to

be optimal. By applying Kohler’s rule, we find that at temperatures above 75 K the extraordinary

MR violates Kohler’s rule, due to multiple relaxation rates, whereas the orbital MR obeys it. This

finding can be used to distinguish the two geometric effects, the extraordinary MR and the orbital

MR, from each other. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4834518]

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetoresistance (MR) of semiconductors has

been known for decades and is commonly utilized in mag-

netic sensing applications. There is a list of factors that can

bring about an MR effect. One is the physical or intrinsic

contribution from the energy-band structure.1,2 In a system

with a single carrier and spherical Fermi surface, no MR is

expected. However, once the Fermi surface is more compli-

cated and deviates from a spherical shape or more than one

type of carriers are present, MR is predicted.

In addition, the magnetotransport property shows de-

pendence on the geometry, e.g., the shape of the device and

the placements of the electric contacts,3–5 resulting in the so-

called geometric MR. This physical phenomenon arises from

the Lorentz force exerted by the magnetic field, which points

perpendicular to the direction of the moving charge carriers

and deflects them by the Hall angle of arctan (lB), where l
denotes mobility. As a consequence, it changes the current

path, thereby, the resistance. However, this effect is accom-

panied with a side product, the Hall effect. As the deflected

current hits the edge of the bar and builds up charge accumu-

lation (measured as the Hall voltage), the electric force gen-

erated from the accumulated charge counteracts the Lorentz

force, eliminating the current deflection. In this case, no MR

shows up after a transient period for charge accumulation.

However, when the length of the semiconductor bar is much

smaller than its width, the deflected current will flow out of

the conducting region before it reaches the edge. Therefore,

the Hall voltage is not fully developed allowing the current

flow to keep a transverse component, thereby increasing the

resistance. This is called the geometric MR effect, or

specifically, orbital MR. This is basically due to the orbital

motion of the carriers induced by the Lorentz force and

could be modeled using an anisotropic magneto-conductivity

tensor. The Corbino disk is the quintessential geometry

showing geometric MR, which is proven to be equivalent to

an infinitely wide rectangular bar using the conformal map-

ping transformation.6 The Hall voltage is completely shorted

in the Corbino geometry and a maximal geometric MR is

observed. In practice, the Corbino disk is rarely employed,

due to its low resistance. The MR can be effectively

enhanced using geometric manipulation in narrow-gap, high-

mobility semiconductors, such as InAs and InSb, since the

Hall angle is very large even at moderate magnetic fields due

to the large mobility in these systems. Such materials usually

have electrons as dominant carriers.

Another approach to bring about geometric MR is by

introducing inhomogeneities. For instance, geometric MR

has been reported in an InSb bar with needle-like NiSb inho-

mogeneities.7 Moreover, the linear MR observed in Ag2þdTe

and Ag2þdSe has also been attributed to inhomogeneities.8,9

In the last decade, a massively enhanced geometric MR,

the so-called extraordinary MR, has been observed at room

temperature in a hybrid structure, which consists of a semi-

conductor bulk with a metal inhomogeneity.10 Similar to the

orbital MR, the orbital motion of the carriers is also the ori-

gin of this effect. The magnetic field applied perpendicularly

to the current causes a current deflection, resulting in a redis-

tribution of the current from the metal inhomogeneity into

the semiconductor and a resistance increase. The extraordi-

nary MR has been found to have a much stronger effect

(or MR ratio) than the orbital MR in Corbino disk. The fun-

damental principle of extraordinary MR is the change of the

current path in the hybrid structure upon application of a

magnetic field rather than the anisotropy of the magneto-

conductivity of either the semiconductor or the metal. It has
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been demonstrated theoretically that the extraordinary MR is

essentially an interfacial effect.11

There are other origins for MR in systems involving fer-

romagnetic materials, such as in multilayers consisting of

alternating ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic layers,12,13

or in colossal magnetoresistive materials,14,15 and in these

cases, the MR is strongly linked to the scattering being de-

pendent on the spin of the carrier.

In this paper, we report the magnetotransport properties

in n-doped InAs epilayer devices with comparable dimen-

sions but different geometries to elucidate the role of the ge-

ometry. Four different microscopic structures are fabricated

in comparable dimensions and in the same batch, i.e.,

Corbino disks, hybrid van der Pauw (vdP) disks, hybrid bars

with two-contact and four-contact configurations, to compare

the mechanism and performance of the orbital and extraordi-

nary MR. We address this discussion from both a physical

(mechanism for MR) and technical (output performance)

point of view. At last, we test Kohler’s rule, which applies to

the MR based on orbital motion, to the intrinsic, orbital, and

extraordinary MR and discover another essential difference

between them. The intrinsic and orbital MR obey Kohler’s

rule in the case of a single temperature dependence of the

relaxation rate in the semiconductor, whereas the extraordi-

nary MR always violates it, indicating that the extraordinary

MR is not only geometrically induced, but multiple scatter-

ing mechanisms are involved.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The semiconductor wafer is grown on a (100) oriented

semi-insulating GaAs substrate using solid-source molecular

beam epitaxy. The growth is started with, first, a 1 lm thick

InxGa1�xAs metamorphic buffer to accommodate the large

lattice mismatch between InAs and GaAs, and followed by a

0.2 lm thick undoped InAs stabilizing buffer (Fig. 1). The

1.5 lm-thick Si-doped active InAs epilayer is deposited on

top with an impurity concentration of the order of 1016 cm�3.

Photolithographic techniques are employed to fabricate

devices with different geometries from the InAs wafer in the

same batch. The devices are patterned using wet etching in a

2 : 1 citric acid (1 g in 1 ml of water)/H2O2 solution

exploiting the semi-insulating GaAs as an etch stop. The

shunts and electrodes are metallized with a Ti (50 nm)/Au

(250 nm) stack by magnetron sputtering. A rapid thermal

annealing process at 250 �C is employed to realize ohmic

contacts with a low contact resistivity of �10�7X cm2.

Fig. 2 shows the microscopic pictures of the devices: (a) the

orbital MR device, which is a Corbino disk, and (b),(c) the

extraordinary MR devices, where (b) is an internally shunted

hybrid vdP disk and (c) is an externally shunted hybrid bar.

The devices in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) consist of the same InAs

annuli with inner and outer radii of 120 lm and 160 lm,

respectively. The concentric holes are filled with metal and

act as electrode in (a) and as internal metal shunt in (b). The

Corbino disk has its second electrode surrounding the InAs

annulus, while the shunted vdP disk has its four electrodes

symmetrically located on the quartering points of the InAs

annulus. The device in Fig. 2(c) is an InAs rectangular bar

with the dimension of 40 lm� 1000 lm. The external shunt

is placed on one side of the bar while the electrodes are on

the other side.

For a two-contact configuration, the voltage is measured

between the two corner electrodes, whereas for a four-

contact configuration, the voltage is measured between two

inner electrodes, which are symmetrically placed about the

center of the bar with a spacing of 500 lm. For both the

hybrid vdP disk and hybrid bar, the optimum geometries for

obtaining highest MR ratio are chosen.16,17 In the case of the

Corbino disk, the MR ratio is independent of the radius of

the annulus,6 and the dimension is the same as for the hybrid

vdP disk.

The magnetotransport measurements and device charac-

terizations are carried out using a Quantum Design physical

property measurement system (PPMS). Electric connections

are formed using wire bonding. The resistance contribution

FIG. 1. Layer diagram showing the n-doped InAs epitaxial structure.

FIG. 2. Microscopic images (a) of Corbino disk, (b) of hybrid van der Pauw

disk, and (c) of hybrid bar. The InAs regions are artificially coloured in blue

for clarity. Iþ and I� denote the electrodes used as current leads; Vþ and V�
denote the electrodes used as voltage probes. In (c), if the current leads and

voltage probes coincide, it is a two-contact configuration; if the voltage is

measured at the two electrodes in the middle, it is a four-contact configura-

tion. The solid arrows indicate the directions of current flow. The scale bars

are 100 lm.
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from the wires including the contact resistance between the

wires and the sample is eliminated as much as possible by

employing a four-probe measuring technique. A constant

current of 1 mA (in the linear current-voltage range) is

applied to the devices via current leads throughout the meas-

urements. Homogeneous external magnetic fields B ranging

from �1 to 1 T are applied perpendicularly to the film surfa-

ces in steps of 0.01 T to measure the magnetotransport

behaviour in all geometries. The transport properties of the

“as-grown” InAs wafer are characterized using the standard

vdP technique18 on a macroscopic 1 cm� 1 cm square-

shaped vdP disk directly sliced from the wafer, in which the

growth-induced petty inhomogeneity is averaged out. The

temperature dependence of the transverse MR and Hall

resistance is investigated in the temperature T range from

300 to 5 K with 1 K steps at a magnetic field of 0.1 T.

III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN InAs EPILAYERS

A. Magnetic field dependence

As is well known, materials with a spherical Fermi sur-

face do not exhibit MR. However, as Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)

show, strong magnetic field dependences of transport proper-

ties are observed in our InAs samples, i.e., a significant vari-

ation of the Hall coefficient and a strong MR ratio, even

though an isotropic mobility tensor and Fermi surface are

expected in an InAs crystal.3 The Hall coefficient shows an

anomalous behaviour, decreasing with increasing magnetic

field and tending to saturate at higher fields, instead of main-

taining a constant value expected in a single conducting

layer.

The intrinsic MR (Dq=q0) data are obtained from the

transverse MR measurement which has shown to provide an

excellent approximation of (Dq=q0) at low field.4 We attrib-

ute the observed anomalous magnetic field dependences in

the InAs epilayers to the surface state property of InAs,

which tends to form a strong charge accumulation with a

sheet density of �1012 cm�2 on the free surface, independent

of doping, caused by native surface defects.19,20 Hence, the

surface accumulation layer with high carrier concentration

acts as a parallel transport channel, and therefore, a

multi-layer conducting model needs to be employed.21 This

gives rise to a strong magnetic field dependence of the Hall

coefficient and resistivity.1 It is worth to notice that the

impact of the 0.2 lm undoped InAs stabilizing buffer layer

on the conduction is negligible. The sheet conductance is

defined as

G ¼ r � d ¼ enld; (1)

where r ¼ 1=q ¼ enl is the conductivity, e is the electron

charge, n is the carrier density, l is the electron mobility, and d
is the thickness of the conductive layer. The contribution from

holes is ignored owing to the small concentration in both n-

doped and undoped InAs layers. For the undoped InAs buffer

layer, the carrier concentration is of the order of 1014 cm�3 and

the electron mobility is around 2 � 3� 104 cm2/V � s at room

temperature. In contrast, the 1.5 lm thick bulk InAs is doped at

1016 cm�3 and has an electron mobility of 8160 cm2/V � s
based on our vdP measurements. The sheet conductance of the

doped top InAs layer is dominant, since it is more than two

orders of magnitude higher than that of the undoped InAs

buffer layer. Thus, the transport process can be reduced and

described in terms of a bulk/surface two-layer model1 for the

doped InAs layer. The measured conductivity is

r0 ¼ ðGb þ GsÞ=d; (2)

where the subscripts b and s indicate the bulk-like and

surface-like layer, respectively. The Hall coefficient and

intrinsic MR are described as

RhðBÞ ¼ d
lsGs þ lbGb þ B2ðl2

blsGs þ l2
s lbGbÞ

ðGs þ GbÞ2 þ B2ðlsGb þ lbGsÞ2
; (3)

Dq
q0

¼ ðlb � lsÞ2GsGbB2

ðGb � GsÞ2 þ B2ðlsGb þ lbGsÞ2
: (4)

At low fields, the terms that do not include B2 dominate

in both the numerator and denominator of Eqs. (3) and (4)

which can be approximated by the simplified forms

RhðBÞ ¼
dðlsGs þ lbGbÞ
ðGs þ GbÞ2

; (5)

Dq
q0

¼ ðlb � lsÞ2GsGbB2

ðGb � GsÞ2
: (6)

This explains the flat behaviour in the Hall coefficient curves

and the quadratic behaviour in the MR curves observed at

very low fields. At ultra-high fields, the terms including B2

dominate, and both the Hall coefficient and intrinsic MR dis-

play constant values independent of magnetic field, indicat-

ing the tendency to saturate at high field.

The thickness of the surface accumulation layer ds is

estimated by the Debye length LD, which is defined as

LD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0jkbT

e2nb

r
; (7)

FIG. 3. Magnetic field-dependence (a) of the Hall coefficient, and (b) of the

intrinsic MR at various temperatures measured using standard van der

Pauw technique. The solid lines show the theoretical data obtained from

Eqs. (3) and (4).
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where e0 is the permittivity of free space, j is the static

dielectric constant of InAs, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, and

nb is the carrier concentration in the bulk-like layer. The

thickness of the bulk-like layer db is calculated as d � ds.

Besides ds, another two fitting parameters lb and nb are esti-

mated from light-doped single crystal bulk InAs published

data and ionized impurity concentration.

In order to calculate theoretical values for the Hall coef-

ficient and MR ratios, using Eqs. (2)–(4) and (7), the values

for the parameters of the surface-like layer, ls and ns, still

need to be found. They can be deduced by fitting theoretical

curves to the experimental results. First, Eq. (3) is fitted to

the Hall coefficient data, while the goodness of fit is eval-

uated using a chi-squared test. The fitted curves are plotted

in Fig. 3(a) as solid lines, and the values of all parameters

are listed in Table I. The prediction of MR ratios from

Eq. (4) using the fitted parameters are plotted in Fig. 3(b) as

solid lines; a good agreement is found with the experimental

data. At lower temperatures larger deviations exist between

the experimental and theoretical values. We ascribe this to

the small value of ds estimated using Eq. (7) at lower temper-

ature. From the deduced data, the sheet density of the

surface-like layer is 12:9� 1012, 8:1� 1012, 5:8� 1012, and

1:6� 1012 cm�2 at 300, 200, 100, and 5 K, respectively.

These values are in accordance with those reported for the

sheet density of InAs surfaces of �1012 cm�2. As conclu-

sion, the experimental data can be well approximated by the

two-layer theoretical model, which provides an explanation

for the anomalous magnetotransport behaviour observed in

the InAs epilayer samples.

B. Temperature dependences

The temperature dependences of the transport properties

in the InAs samples are shown in Fig. 4. The mobility and

carrier density values in Fig. 4 are directly obtained from

the vdP measurement with n via the Hall measurements at

0.1 T and l calculated from the Hall coefficient and resistiv-

ity data. Their values at 300 K and zero field can be calcu-

lated theoretically as lð0Þ ¼ 0:99� 104 cm2/V � s and nð0Þ
¼ 6:0� 1016 cm�3, using the following equations derived

from Eqs. (1)–(3) and the parameters listed in Table I:

lð0Þ ¼ l2
bnbdb þ l2

s nsds

lbnbdb þ lsnsds
;

nð0Þ ¼ ðlbnbdb þ lsnsdsÞ2

dðl2
bnbdb þ l2

s nsdsÞ
: (8)

A moderate nominal mobility l of 8160 cm2/V � s and

carrier density n of 5:6� 1016 cm�3 have been measured at

room temperature T ¼ 300 K and a magnetic field B ¼ 0:1
T. The mobility shows its maximum value of 25 000

cm2/V � s at around 75 K. The mobility can be determined

from the relaxation rate approximation as

l ¼ es
m�
; (9)

where s is the relaxation rate of the free electron and m� is

the effective mass of the electron. The scattering processes

influence the relaxation rate, thereby, limiting the mobility

value.

The experimental data obtained are fitted with the com-

bined mobility model using Matthiessen’s rule. Above 75 K,

the mobility decreases with increasing temperature and is

proportional to Ta with an exponent a � �1:55, which is in

good agreement with the theoretical model of bulk InAs

(l / T�1:5) dominated by lattice vibration scattering. Below

75 K, the mobility decreases with decreasing temperature

and becomes proportional to Tb with an exponent b � 0:8, as

the manifestation of a different scattering mechanism, which

is usually ionized impurity scattering. However, there are

discrepancies between the model obtained from fitting the

experimental data (l / T0:8) and the impurity scattering

model (l / T1:5). Similar anomalous temperature depend-

ence of mobility at low temperature with an exponent of 0.8

has been reported in InAs epilayers before,22 which is attrib-

uted to scattering due to dislocations. The smaller value of

the exponent (or slope) suggests the presence of additional

scattering processes in this temperature range. One reasona-

ble explanation is that, even at low temperature, the thermal

vibration of the lattice cannot be neglected, due to the large

carrier density in the surface layer.

IV. MAGNETORESISTANCE IN DIFFERENT
GEOMETRIES

A. Resistances at zero-field

The MR ratio is defined as MR ¼ ðRðBÞ � Rð0ÞÞ=Rð0Þ,
where R(B) is the magnetoresistance with magnetic field and

TABLE I. Fitting parameters lb, nb, and ds and deduced parameters ls and

ns at different temperatures in the InAs samples.

T
(K)

lb

(104 cm2/V � s)

nb

(1016 cm�3)

ls

(104 cm2/V � s)

ns

(1018 cm�3)

ds

(nm)

300 1.6 2.00 0.336 3.93 32.88

200 2.5 1.92 0.529 2.69 30.10

100 4.8 1.47 1.007 2.35 24.63

5 2.0 0.48 0.420 1.80 8.70

FIG. 4. (a) Mobility l and carrier concentration n, and (b) resistivity q0 as a

function of temperature in the InAs epilayer samples directly measured

using the van der Pauw technique at 0.1 T. The solid line shows the best-fit

of Matthiessen’s rule to mobility data.
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R(0) is the zero-field resistance. It is clear that R(0) has a

critical impact on the value of the MR ratio. Therefore, at

first, zero-field resistances in different geometries are investi-

gated. Considerably small values of zero-field resistances,

i.e., 4.84, 3.9, 2.99, and 4.38 X at 300, 200, 100, and 5 K,

respectively, are measured in the Corbino disk, resulting

from the large cross-section area of the annulus-shaped semi-

conductor channel compared to the length.

Remarkably small values of R(0) are observed in the

four-contact hybrid geometries, the hybrid vdP disk and

four-contact hybrid bar, e.g., 0.22 and 0.69 X at 300 K,

respectively. In contrast, large resistance values are meas-

ured for the two-contact hybrid bar, i.e., 156, 127, 99, and

118 X at 300, 200, 100, and 5 K, respectively. The rather

large differences in the resistance of these two different con-

tact configurations can be understood using the equivalent

electric circuit of the hybrid bar shown in Fig. 5.

Because of the high conductivity of the metal shunt, the

majority of the current flows in a direction perpendicular to

the long edge of the bar into the metal at the input lead

(equivalent resistor Rsl), followed by a path in the metal

shunt parallel to the long edge (equivalent resistor Rm), and

exits the metal shunt in a direction perpendicular to the long

edge of the bar into the output current lead (equivalent resis-

tor Rsr) (Fig. 2(c)). The middle part of the InAs bar Rsp is

effectively shorted by the negligible resistance Rm of the

shunt, compared to the resistivity of InAs (Fig. 4). Thus, the

resistance of the entire hybrid bar can be approximated by

Rsl þ Rsr. A finite element analysis suggests that the current

flow in the InAs bar is concentrated in the narrow area near

the current electrodes with a width of �50 lm.23 Based on

R ¼ q0L=ðWdÞ, the hybrid bar resistance is expected to be

30 times larger than that of the Corbino disk, which is in

good agreement with the experimental data. With the opti-

mized four-contact configuration, only the parallel circuit

Rsp k Rm is measured. As a consequence, small values of

R(0) are measured.

B. Magntoresistance responses

Fig. 6 shows the MR measurements at different tempera-

tures in the Corbino disk, hybrid vdP disk, and hybrid bar

devices. Symmetric MR curves with respect to the directions

of the magnetic field are found in all geometries. A slight

asymmetry observed in the hybrid vdP disk originates from

an alignment error of the concentric metal shunt.

The MR ratios calculated from the MR data are plotted

in Fig. 7. At all temperatures, the extraordinary MR effect in

the hybrid geometries produces a higher MR ratio than the

orbital MR in the Corbino geometry with the intrinsic MR

being the lowest (see Fig. 3(b)), which demonstrates

enhancement of the MR effect in the InAs epilayers achieved

by the geometric manipulations. In additional, a strong tem-

perature dependence of the MR ratio is observed in all geo-

metries with the MR ratio being the highest around 100 K,

where the mobility is maximum. This is due to the fact that

both the orbital MR in Corbino geometry and the extraordi-

nary MR in hybrid geometries strongly depend on the mobil-

ity value of the semiconductor6,26,27 and are enhanced in

semiconductors having larger mobility, as a result of the

increased current deflection.

The response of the hybrid vdP disk resembles the one

of the four-contact hybrid bar (see Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)), as

expected, since the geometries of these two devices can be

transformed from each other using bilinear conformal map-

ping.25 The small distinctions observed are from the slight

geometric difference, e.g., the wider current leads used in the

hybrid vdP disk compared to the bar geometry (Fig. 2). As a

consequence, current spreads wider into the InAs region in

the hybrid vdP disk, resulting in a lower R(0) (3 to 4 times).

This causes enhanced MR ratios (3 to 4 times) in the hybrid

vdP disk compared to the four-contact hybrid bar (Fig. 7).

FIG. 5. Sketch and the equivalent elec-

tric circuit of the hybrid bar. V2 and V4

denote the voltage probes used in

two-contact and four-contact configu-

rations, respectively.

FIG. 6. Resistance curves measured as a function of applied field at 300,

200, 100, and 5 K in different geometries (a) Corbino disk, (b) hybrid van

der Pauw disk, (c) four-contact hybrid bar, and (d) two-contact hybrid bar.
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The contact configuration is crucial for the MR ratio

since the MR ratio depends on the value of R(0). In the hybrid

bar, the four-contact configuration exhibits a significant

enhancement of the MR ratio compared to the two-contact

one at all temperatures (Fig. 7). Despite the �70 times reduc-

tion in the value of the resistance change ðRðBÞ � Rð0ÞÞ
(see Fig. 6) in the four-contact configuration compared to the

two-contact one, the MR ratio is still larger in the four-

contact configuration due to the larger reduction of R(0)

(�250 times smaller).

In all geometries, the MR curves show a quadratic de-

pendence at low magnetic fields that eventually evolves to a

quasi-linear behavior as the field increases (Fig. 7). We at-

tribute the crossover to the breakdown of the electron trans-

port by diffusion in InAs at high field. As an example, we

investigate the case of the Corbino disk. When the magnetic

field dependence of the mobility is considered, the orbital

MR ratio in a Corbino disk is6

MR ¼ ðlðBÞ � BÞ2;

lðBÞ ¼ RhðBÞ
qðBÞ ) MR ¼ ðRh � B=qÞ2

½1þ ðDq=q0Þ�2
: (10)

Hence, the orbital MR ratio can be predicted theoretically

using Eq. (10) with the transport property data obtained

for InAs through vdP measurement. The result is plotted in

Fig. 8, which is found to have an excellent agreement with

the experimental one at weak fields, where lB < 1.

However, at lB > 1, the electrons start following an orbital

motion, the MR curve transits from a quadratic behaviour to

a quasi-linear one, and the diffusion transport model on

which Eq. (10) is based is no longer tenable. For instance, at

100 K, InAs shows a mobility l of �24 000 cm2/V � s and

the crossover occurs at the field of �0:4 T.

V. OUTPUT PERFORMANCES OF DIFFERENT
GEOMETRIES FOR SENSING APPLICATIONS

Even though very large MR ratios can be achieved with

the four-contact hybrid geometry, this geometry does not

guarantee a good performance in sensing applications. A

similar issue has been argued for the geometrically enhanced

piezoresistance in semiconductor/metal hybrids before,

where large relative resistance changes were achieved, but

the resolution was low.28,29 From a practical point of view,

the magnetic field resolution Bmin, which is the minimum de-

tectable field change, is of great importance when evaluating

the device performance. It is determined by the sensitivity

together with the noise as Bmin ¼
ffiffiffi
S
p

=ðI � dÞ, where d is the

output sensitivity,
ffiffiffi
S
p

is the noise voltage, and I is the cur-

rent input (in this work, we use I ¼ 100 lA).

The output sensitivity is defined as the rate of change of

the MR with respect to the magnetic field, i.e.,

d ¼ @RðBÞ=@B. Since the hybrid vdP and four-contact

hybrid bar are equivalent in terms of output behavior, only

the performance of the four-contact hybrid bar is examined

in this section. The dependence of d on the magnetic field is

shown in Fig. 9(a) for the Corbino disk and the two-contact

and the four-contact hybrid bars. The four-contact hybrid de-

vice does not provide an improved sensitivity compared to

the Corbino disk. On the other hand, as a result of the large

resistance, the hybrid device with a two-contact configura-

tion shows a sensitivity which is larger than the sensitivities

of the four-contact device and the Corbino disk by two

orders of magnitude. In addition, the two-contact extraordi-

nary MR device exhibits a constant sensitivity in the range

from �0:2 to 1 T, which is an advantage over the four-

contact device for sensing applications.

In the InAs devices, flicker noise dominates at low-

frequency,30 while at higher frequencies Johnson noise dom-

inates, which is given by
ffiffiffiffiffi
SJ

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4kbTR
p

. As is known,

Johnson noise is produced by thermal agitations of the elec-

trons at equilibrium inside the entire system, regardless of

any applied current. It is worth to note that in the four-

contact device, the resistance R that accounts for Johnson

FIG. 7. MR ratio curves measured in different geometries as a function of

applied field at (a) 300 K, (b) 200 K, (c) 100 K, and (d) 5 K. Note that axis

breaks are used in the MR axes.

FIG. 8. Open symbols show orbital MR ratios measured in Corbino disk at

different temperatures; the solid lines show the theoretical predictions using

Eq. (10).
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noise is the so-called series resistance Rseries, which is meas-

ured at two voltage sensing probes of a device,31,32 and is

different from the resistance measured for the MR ratio cal-

culations. For two-contact devices, i.e., the Corbino disk and

the two-contact hybrid bar, the value of Rseries is the same as

the one relevant for the MR measurements. Rseries measured

in the hybrid devices at the sensing electrodes for both the

two-contact and four-contact configurations at 300 K are

plotted as a function of B in Fig. 9(b). Rseries obtained with-

out magnetic field for the four-contact hybrid bar is 136.9 X
at 300 K, which is close to that for the two-contact configura-

tion (156.2 X), even though the distance between the electro-

des differs by a factor of two between the two

configurations. This is due to the fact that most of Rseries is

attributed to the resistance of the semiconductor, where the

current path is perpendicular to the long edge of the bar and

is equivalent for both measurement configurations. Fig. 9(c)

shows the Johnson noise calculated for the Corbino disk and

the two-contact and four-contact hybrid as a function of B.

The noise voltage values of the two-contact and four-contact

hybrid devices are very similar as expected from the similar

values of Rseries. Owing to its lower value of Rseries, the

Corbino disk exhibits the advantage of lower noise voltage

compared to the hybrid devices.

The magnetic field resolutions of the three devices are

shown in Fig. 9(d). Suffering from the low sensitivity and

high noise voltage, the hybrid device with four-contact con-

figuration shows rather poor resolution. Even though the

geometric manipulation produces a high MR ratio, the four-

contact hybrid device is inferior to the conventional Corbino

disk in terms of the magnetic field resolution. Interestingly,

in spite of the moderately enhanced MR ratio, the two-

contact hybrid geometry shows the highest resolution, which

is one order and two orders larger than that of the Corbino

disk and the four-contact hybrid device, respectively. At zero

field, the resolution is 2.7 lT/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

. From zero to 0.2 T,

the resolution increases dramatically, as a result of the

increasing sensitivity. From 0.2 to 1 T, where the sensitivity

is constant, the resolution also is almost constant at

�12 nT/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

. With a lock-in amplifier and a bandwidth of

1 Hz, the two-contact hybrid device has the potential to

detect a magnetic field change as small as �12 nT with a

100 lA current input, which is about �15 and �75 times

better than that of the Corbino disk and four-contact hybrid

device, respectively. This result demonstrates that both MR

ratio and output performance are boosted in the InAs epi-

layer by tailoring a metallically hybridized architecture with

only two electric contacts.

VI. KOHLER’S RULE: DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN
GEOMETRIC MAGNETORESISTANCES

As mentioned at the beginning, the MR effects can be

categorized by their origins, i.e., the intrinsic physical MR

effect and geometric MR effect. In this section, we show that

the MR effects can be categorized in a different way using

Kohler’s rule with the orbital MR and the extraordinary MR,

which are geometric effects, being distinguished from each

other using Kohler’s rule.

According to Kohler’s rule, the MR ratio curves, meas-

ured at different temperatures and fields, can be scaled onto

a single curve, if there is a single temperature dependence of

the relaxation rate at all points on the Fermi surface in the

transport process or in other words the anisotropy of the

relaxation rate is temperature independent. Thus, the viola-

tion of Kohler’s rule, if any, translates into the breakdown of

such an assumption, indicating the presence of different scat-

tering mechanisms, resulting in the anisotropy of the relaxa-

tion rate being temperature dependent. Kohler’s rule is not

an accurate tool; however, it provides a fast track to deter-

mine the scattering processes in the system.

The Kohler’s rule is expressed as

DR

Rð0Þ ¼ f ðxcsÞ ¼ f
B

neq0

� �
¼ f

BRh

q0

� �
; (11)

where DR=Rð0Þ ¼ f ðxcsÞ is the accurate form, f is the

scaling function, and xc denotes the cyclotron angular

frequency. One simplified form of Kohler’s rule,

DR=Rð0Þ ¼ f ðB=q0Þ, where n and m� are considered as con-

stant, is frequently employed; however, a casual use of it

sometimes results in an incorrect conclusion.33 For instance,

when n has a strong dependence on temperature or magnetic

field, the simplified form of Kohler’s rule is inaccurate. In

this study, we use BRh=q0 to approximate xcs to take into

account the strong temperature dependence of the carrier

density.

We prepare the Kohler’s diagrams for different geome-

tries (effects) by plotting their MR ratio data versus BRh=q0.

In Fig. 10, the Kohler’s diagrams are shown for MR effects

in the structures without metal shunt, hereafter referred to as

the simplex InAs geometries, i.e., intrinsic and orbital MR

effects. For both of them, the data at temperatures of 300,

200, and 100 K share the same slope implying the obedience

of Kohler’s rule; however, at 5 K, Kohler’s rule fails as a

deviation of the MR curve from the Kohler’s diagram is

observed. In order to investigate this behaviour at lower

FIG. 9. (a) Output sensitivity, (b) measured series resistance (for Corbino

disk, see Fig. 6(a)), (c) calculated Johnson noise, and (d) magnetic field reso-

lution with respect to applied field in the Corbino disk and the hybrid bar

devices with two-contact and four-contact configurations at 300 K.
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temperatures in more detail, the MR data at 75, 50, and 25 K

are also examined, revealing that above 75 K, the curves coa-

lesce. Deviations occur at lower temperatures and become

more pronounced with decreasing temperature. As a conclu-

sion, for both intrinsic and orbital MR effects, Kohler’s rule

is obeyed by the simplex InAs system at T 	 75 K and vio-

lated at T < 75 K. This can be explained by the temperature

dependence of the mobility in InAs, where at T 	 75 K

scattering from the lattice vibration dominates, whereas at

T < 75 K, different scattering mechanisms (ionized impurity

scattering) dominate. Deviation of the MR curves from the

Kohler diagram at T < 75 K implies that the anisotropy of

the scattering rate for ionized impurity is different from that

of the lattice vibration and that there is probably more than

one scattering mechanism at T < 75 K, which agrees with

the conclusion drawn from the temperature dependence of

the mobility.

A quadratic behaviour is observed at weak fields (thin

solid lines), which begins to convert to a linear behaviour at

BRh=q0 � 0:5, and is linear at fields where BRh=q0 > 0:75

(Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)). The linear MR is retained in both

geometries at higher fields. The crossover from weak-field

behaviour to strong-field behaviour, which determines the

applicability of Eq. (10), occurs at xcs � 0:5, a field value

where the electron is substantially short from completing a

cyclotron orbit before experiencing a collision.

The origin of the intrinsic MR in InAs is the existence

of a two-layer conducting channel. Bending of the carrier

trajectory, due to the Lorentz force, is compensated by the

Hall voltage and only causes transient effects. By shorting

the Hall voltage, using geometric manipulation, the

enhanced orbital MR in the Corbino disk is obtained. It is

important to note that, in this case, the geometric manipula-

tion does not introduce a new scattering mechanism or alter

the relaxation rate and Kohler’s rule is obeyed.

Kohler’s rule is strongly violated in all hybrid geome-

tries showing the extraordinary MR effect at all temperatures

(Fig. 11). In the case of the hybrid vdP geometry, at low field

range, each MR ratio curve exhibits a quadratic behaviour

and turns to linear at fields where xcs > 0:75. The explana-

tion of the violation is straightforward: due to the existence

of a large metallic inhomogeneity, the relaxation rate for the

electrons in the hybrid system consisting of a semiconductor

and a metal cannot be described by a single temperature

dependence. Moreover, the condition of the semiconductor/

metal interface is crucial to extraordinary MR;24 the scattering

at the interface region is also different from that in the metal

or the semiconductor. The carriers in the semiconductor,

metal, and the interface region have totally different relaxation

rates and temperature dependence. The hybrid geometry

should exhibit, at least, three relaxation rates. In addition, the

carrier density in the metal is independent of temperature,

whereas the carrier density in the semiconductor is tempera-

ture dependent. Thus, the violation of Kohler’s rule in extraor-

dinary MR is an indication that current redistribution between

the metal and the semiconductor (it depends on the Hall angle,

conductance difference between metal and semiconductor,

and the interface condition24) occurs in addition to current

deflection inside the semiconductor (it depends on the Hall

angle) since current deflection inside the semiconductor alone

does not necessarily cause violation of Kohler’s rule. The cur-

rent redistribution and current deflection contribute to the

extraordinary MR simultaneously, differentiating the extraor-

dinary MR from the geometric MR effect based on Lorentz

force-induced current deflection only.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, MR effects in devices with different geo-

metries fabricated from InAs epilayers are investigated. We

study and compare two strong geometric MR effects in dif-

ferent geometries, i.e., the orbital MR in Corbino disks and

the extraordinary MR in hybrid vdP disks and hybrid bars

with two-contact and four-contact configurations. In order to

isolate the contribution of the physical mechanism in the de-

vice performance, the device dimensions are kept the same

where possible, such as keeping the dimension of the outer

diameters of the circular devices the same. The hybrid bar is

designed to conformally map to the hybrid vdP disk and their

performances are compared. We observe intrinsic MR in

FIG. 10. Kohler’s diagram for (a) intrinsic MR in InAs epilayer and (b)

orbital MR in Corbino disk. The quadratic law is provided as broken lines.

Insets show the detail in the dash boxes. FIG. 11. Kohler’s diagram for extraordinary MR in (a) hybrid van der Pauw

disk, (b) four-contact hybrid bar, and (c) two-contact hybrid bar. Insets show

the detail in the boxes.
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vdP geometry with no metal shunt, which can be explained

as a result of the strong field-dependent transport property in

a bi-layer conductor consisting of surface and bulk conduct-

ing channels. At all temperatures, the extraordinary MR out-

performs the orbital MR and intrinsic MR, and the MR

behaviours of the hybrid vdP disk and hybrid bar are essen-

tially the same, confirming the conformal mapping. Even

though the four-contact hybrid devices show the largest MR

ratio, the two-contact hybrid bar shows the advantage over

other geometries of a larger magnetic field resolution. The

resolution of �12 nT/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

, found for the two-contact hybrid

device in this work, is �15 and �75 times better than that of

Corbino disk and the four-contact hybrid device, respec-

tively. This value indicates that through geometric manipula-

tion extraordinary MR devices might be employed for low-

field applications.

The different MR effects in different geometries are

described as intrinsic or geometric effects, depending on

whether there is an enhancement in the MR due to the device

geometry, with the Corbino and extraordinary MR being in

the group of geometric effects. In this work, we demonstrate

that the geometric MR effects can be distinguished based on

whether they obey Kohler’s rule, with the intrinsic and or-

bital MR obeying Kohler’s rule for temperatures where a sin-

gle temperature dependence of the relaxation rate is

observed in the semiconductor (>75 K), whereas the extraor-

dinary MR always violates Kohler’s rule, due to different

relaxation rates in the semiconductor and the metal. This

shows that the extraordinary MR effect is not merely a geo-

metric manipulation; instead, it also has physical compo-

nents, since additional scattering mechanisms are involved.
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